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Material
Input feature calculation. In order to use amino acid and protein properties in neural networks these have to be presented as normalized numerical values. The following section describes the exact calculation or extraction of these values.
Delta features.
Where applicable, we calculated delta features that describe the change in certain features between the native amino acid and its variant. All delta features are encoded by two nodes per residue: one for the "severity" (absolute difference between wildtype and mutant value) the other for the "direction" ('1' if positive and '0' if negative) of change.
Biophysical properties. In addition to mass, volume, charge, hydrophobicity and the presence of C-beta branching amino acids (as already present in SNAP) we collected one representative for each cluster of correlated amino acid indices from the AAindex database 1 . These indices are matrices containing values for each amino acid (or pair of amino acids) that cover a variety of amino acid properties and features derived from these (Table SOM_1 ). We extracted the corresponding (already normalized) value for each residue in the window, resulting in w input values. Then we calculated the two-node delta feature. The first node was the absolute difference between the wildtype and the mutant value.
Binding residues. We used ISIS 2 to predict the protein-protein binding sites and DISIS 3 to predict the protein-DNA binding sites. We extracted both the binary prediction (binding/non-binding) and the raw prediction score for each residue in the window (21 * 2 = 42 input nodes).
Disordered regions.
We used the META-Disorder predictor tool (MD; 4 ) tool to calculate a three-node disorder feature for all residues in the window: We extracted the binary per-residue prediction (disordered/not-disordered) and the prediction reliability.
Proximity to N-and C-terminus.
We calculated the proximity of the variant position to each terminus individually as the normalized number of residues between terminus and the position of interest (2*1 = 2 input nodes).
Contact potentials. We extracted normalized distance-dependent statistical potentials (for contacts within 5 Ångstrøms=0.5nm) 5 . For both native amino acid and variant, we extracted the potential as a 20-node feature. Additionally, we calculated the delta values for this feature (difference between native and variant) for their eight (four residues before and after) sequence neighbors (20*2 + 8*2 = 56 input nodes).
Co-evolving positions. We estimated the co-evolution of positions in a multiple sequence alignment following the approach from 6 . For each position in the multiple alignment we used the OMES 7 algorithm to calculate the correlation Appendix p. 3
with any other position. The OMES method compares the observed co-occurrence of amino acid X at position i and amino acid Y at position j to the expected cooccurrence at positions i and j. This pairwise comparison yielded a ranking of all positions based on their pairwise correlation to any other position. From these, we extracted a six-node feature indicating the rank and the score (i.e. the deviation from the expectation value) for the three positions most correlated with the mutation position (2*3 = 6 input nodes).
Residue annotation. In addition to SWISS-PROT annotations and SIFT predictions as already used in SNAP we considered residue annotation from Pfam 8 and PROSITE 9 to describe native and variant amino acids: (i) We determined whether the position was part of a PfamA domain. If so, we collected metrics of domain conservation and the posterior probability of native and variant belonging to that domain (4 input nodes). (ii) From PROSITE we extracted a binary single-node feature for all residues in the window indicating whether the specific residue is part of a PROSITE pattern (21 input nodes).
Low-complexity regions. We used the SEG 10 algorithm to mask protein regions with low-complexity. From this masking, we extracted a feature of 21 binary input nodes indicating whether a mutation is in or close to a low-complexity region.
Global features. We added global sequence information by calculating four features: The amino acid composition as the relative frequency of each amino acid (20 amino acids + 1 unknown = 21 input nodes); the sequence length feature encoding the protein length in 6 bins (0-60, 61-120, 121-180,181-240, 241-300, >300; 6 input nodes); the secondary structure composition and the solvent accessibility composition, each as a twelve-node binary feature using four bins (0-25%, 26%-50%, 51%-75%, 76%-100%) for each state: helix-strand-other or buriedintermediate-exposed (2 * 12 = 24 input nodes).
Appendix p. 4 Other indices from the corresponding clusters performed similarly. For each of these features both window-based and delta features were included into the final sequence-only network SNAP2 noali . 
